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QUESTION 1

A server administrator has a system requirement to install the virtual OS on bare metal hardware. Which of the following
hypervisor virtualization technologies should the administrator use to BEST meet the system requirements? (Choose
two.) 

A. Host 

B. Template 

C. Clone 

D. Type 1 

E. Type 2 

F. Guest 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following policies would be BEST to deter a brute-force login attack? 

A. Password complexity 

B. Password reuse 

C. Account age threshold 

D. Account lockout threshold 

Correct Answer: D 

The best policy to deter a brute-force login attack is account lockout threshold. A brute-force login attack is a type of
attack that tries to guess a user\\'s password by trying different combinations of characters until it finds the correct one.
This attack can be performed manually or with automated tools that use dictionaries, wordlists, or algorithms. An
account lockout threshold is a policy that specifies how many failed login attempts are allowed before an account is
locked out temporarily or permanently. This policy prevents an attacker from trying unlimited password guesses and
reduces the chances of finding the correct password. 

 

QUESTION 3

A VLAN needs to be configured within a virtual environment for a new VM. Which of the following will ensure the VM
receives a correct IP address? 

A. A virtual router 

B. A host NIC 

C. AVPN 
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D. A virtual switch 

E. A vNIC 

Correct Answer: E 

E. A vNIC (virtual network interface card) is what connects a VM to a virtual network, and it is responsible for sending
and receiving network traffic. When a VLAN needs to be configured within a virtual environment for a new VM, creating
a vNIC with the correct VLAN configuration will ensure that the VM receives a correct IP address within that VLAN. The
virtual switch is what connects the vNIC to the physical network, and a virtual router may be necessary if the VLAN is to
communicate with other networks or the Internet, but neither of these options specifically ensures that the VM receives a
correct IP address. AVPN (Amazon Virtual Private Network) is a networking solution provided by Amazon Web Services
and is not relevant to this scenario unless the virtual environment is hosted on AWS. A host NIC (network interface card)
is a physical network adapter on the host machine and is not directly related to configuring a VLAN for a virtual
environment. 

 

QUESTION 4

A server administrator is using remote access to update a server. The administrator notices numerous error messages
when using YUM to update the applications on a server. Which of the following should the administrator check FIRST? 

A. Network connectivity on the server 

B. LVM status on the server 

C. Disk space in the /var directory 

D. YUM dependencies 

Correct Answer: C 

The administrator should check disk space in the /var directory first when using YUM to update applications on a server.
YUM stands for Yellowdog Updater Modified, which is a software package manager for Linux systems that use RPM
(Red Hat Package Manager) packages. YUM downloads and installs packages from online repositories and resolves
dependencies automatically. YUM stores its cache files in the /var/cache/yum directory by default. These cache files
include metadata and package data for each repository that YUM uses. If there is not enough disk space in the /var
directory, YUM may fail to update applications and generate error messages. 

 

QUESTION 5

A technician needs to deploy an operating system that would optimize server resources. Which of the following server
installation methods would BEST meet this requirement? 

A. Full 

B. Bare metal 

C. Core 

D. GUI 

Correct Answer: C 
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The server installation method that would optimize server resources is core. Core is a minimal installation option that is
available for some operating systems, such as Windows Server and Linux. Core installs only the essential components
and features of the operating system, without any graphical user interface (GUI) or other unnecessary services or
applications. Core reduces the disk footprint, memory usage, CPU consumption, and attack surface of the server,
making it more efficient and secure. Core can be managed remotely using command-line tools, PowerShell, or GUI
tools. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/administration/performance-tuning/hardware/ 
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